
Full Speed Ahead! 

 

As we move into May everyone is working hard to complete all those projects that were planned 

during the winter.  I have seen several people working ground and planting.  The weather in Licking 

County has been dryer than much of the state allowing farmers to get an early start.  I just helped a 

neighbor seed a hay field thanks to the rental of a grain drill from Licking County Soil and Water.  

That takes one project off someone’s list (unfortunately not mine)!  You never know when the 

weather will change so you have to take advantage of the good days while they are here. 

  

This is a great time of the year for those who enjoy mushroom hunting.  The reports of morels in the 

county have been pretty good although by the time you receive this they will probably be at their tail 

end.  Be sure you know what you have before cooking them.  There are false morels that look 

similar to real morels but can make you sick.  Generally, the false morels are not hollow.  There are 

good guides on the internet to help with identification but remember that if there is any question 

don’t eat it. 

  

Dean Kreager 
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There are currently two products on the market that you will need to pay close attention to if 

you plan to make a herbicide treatment to your lawn.  The confusion is that Roundup is a 

product that has been on the market since the early 1970’s and contains glyphosate as the 

active ingredient.  Roundup is a non-selective herbicide that kills any green plant to which it is 

applied.  With a lawn application this statement would be accurate, but we do have some 

weeds in cereal grain fields that are resistant to glyphosate.  There many generic products 

which contain glyphosate and you need to check the label for the amount of active ingredient 

when comparing products and prices.   

  

Roundup for Lawns is a totally different product which does not contain glyphosate.  To make 

it even more confusing there is a northern and a southern version of this product for different 

grass options.  The northern version of Roundup for Lawns contains MCPA, quinclorac, 

dicamba and sulfentrazone.  These active ingredients can be found in many lawn herbicides 

in different combinations for various weed control options.  MCPA, 2,4-D and dicamba are 

products used to control broad leaf weeds such as dandelion, ground ivy or mallow.  

Quinclorac is often added to provide post-emergent control of crabgrass.  Sulfentrazone is a 

product that provides control of sedges such as yellow nut sedge as well as some broadleaf 

weeds.  All of the active ingredients previously mentioned will not kill your lawn grasses. 

  

Selecting the wrong Roundup will result in very different outcomes.  Roundup will leave you 

with a brown dead lawn, where Roundup for Lawns will control selective weeds and not harm 

your grass.  However both of these products can be harmful to many of your landscape 

plants if applied to them.  So it is critical to know what active ingredients are in the product, 

not the product name itself.  As always READ THE LABEL!  The label is the law and must be 

followed when using any herbicide due to the active ingredient toxicity levels, application 

rates, personnel protective equipment, and re-entry intervals. 

  

  

OSU Extension embraces human diversity and is committed to ensuring that all educational 

programs conducted by Ohio State University Extension are available to clientele on a 

nondiscriminatory basis without regard to race, color, age, gender identity or expression, 

disability, religion, sexual orientation, national origin, or veteran status.  

 

Roger Rennekamp, Associate Vice President for Agricultural Administration and Director, 

OSU Extension TDD No. 800-589-8292 (Ohio only) or 614-292-1868 
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Farmers are gearing up for spring and preparing to plant crops and graze livestock. Part of spring-cleaning may involve clearing partition fence 

rows at the edge of fields and trimming back overhanging branches above the fence. Overgrown tree branches can affect crops and pose a 

hazard to agricultural equipment. Removing trees that obstruct the fence row, noxious weeds tangled in the fence, and other unwanted 

vegetation is a serious matter for Ohio farmers. Ohio law provides for ways to clear a partition fence shared between two neighboring 

properties. Ohio law also cautions against damaging trees when trimming overhanging branches. 

 

Clearing the fence row 

 

This section only applies to the removal of vegetation in the fence row. Clearing overhanging trees above the fence is a separate matter 

discussed further below. 

 

A partition fence is a fence that follows the division line between adjoining properties of two owners. The term “fence row” refers to the strip of 

land that is on either side of the fence. In order to keep a fence in good condition, owners should occasionally clear the fence row of 

obstructions caused by vegetation. Clearing a fence row keeps noxious weeds, brush, briers, and other vegetation from spreading onto a 

neighbor’s property. Ohio law provides several methods for a landowner to clear the fence row legally. 

 

The easiest way to clear the fence row is to ask a neighbor to clear his or her side of the partition fence. Ohio law creates a duty for owners on 

either side of a partition fence to clear brush, briers, thistles and other noxious weeds in a strip four feet wide along the line of the fence, after a 

landowner gives notice to a neighbor asking them to do so. It is best to be polite, patient, and clear when speaking with a neighbor about when 

you would each like to clear the fence row. A landowner and a neighboring owner should try to establish a timeline to clear each side of the 

fence row. 

 

What if a landowner asks a neighbor to clear the fence row on their side of a partition fence and they refuse? Once a landowner asks a 

neighbor to clear a fence row, that neighbor has ten days to do so. If a neighbor does not clear it within ten days, the landowner can ask the 

local board of township trustees to arrange for the fence row to be cleared. 

 

After a landowner notifies the trustees that a neighbor refused to clear the fence row within ten days, the township trustees must view the 

property to determine if there is just cause for the complaint. Next, if there is a cause for the complaint, the trustees will enter into a contract with 

a third party to clear the fence row and certify the associated costs to the county auditor. The county auditor will bill the neighboring landowner 

for the work to clear the fence row. The auditor will assess these costs against the neighboring landowner by adding these costs to his or her 

property tax bill. 

 

Trimming back overhanging branches 

 

Landowners have the right to trim vertically and remove overhanging obstructions from above their side of the fence. Ohio courts recognize this 

privilege to remove obstructions, but not without limitations. Ohio courts do not permit landowners to cause harm to the other side of the 

property line. A landowner should be careful not to damage the neighbor’s trees or trespass on to the neighbor’s property when trimming 

overhanging branches. Landowners may be liable to a neighbor if they recklessly damage a neighbor’s tree when removing overhanging 

branches. 

 

Landowners should review their rights and responsibilities to maintain fences prior to clearing the fence row this spring. For more information on 

line fence law, visit the Ag Law Library here. 

Clearing the Fence Row and Trimming 

Back Overhanging Branches 
 

Friday, April 14th, 2017  

Peggy Kirk Hall, Asst. Professor, Agricultural & Resource Law  

Written by: Chris Hogan, Law Fellow,  

OSU Agricultural & Resource Law Program 

 

 

https://aglaw.osu.edu/our-library/line-fence-law


Addressing the Legal Side of  Spring Agritourism Activities 

 
 

Law Program 

Spring has sprung and many agritourism providers are busy gearing up for spring agritourism activities such as maple syrup production, school 

tours, and berry picking. Agritourism providers should take time this spring to review the key elements of Ohio’s new agritourism law and 

understand how the law affects the agritourism operation.   

 

Ohio’s new agritourism law applies to qualifying farms, including you-pick operations and farm markets, when an agritourism activity is 

conducted on that farm.  A qualifying farm under the law is either at least 10 acres in size or a farm under 10 acres that grosses an average 

income of $2500 from production (the same requirements for qualifying for Ohio’s CAUV property tax program).  Agritourism activities include 

agriculturally related educational, entertainment, historical, cultural, or recreational activities.  Below are two important benefits of Ohio’s 

agritourism law that agritourism providers should review this spring: liability protection and zoning protection. 

 

Liability Protection 

One of the main benefits of the law is liability protection for agritourism providers against claims by participants injured as a result of an inherent 

risk of an agritourism activity. The law defines inherent risks to be dangers and conditions that are an integral part of the activity, including 

surface and subsurface land conditions, actions of wild animals and domestic animals other than vicious or dangerous dogs, dangers of farm 

structures and equipment, illness from contacting animals, feed or waste, and the participant’s failure to follow instructions or use reasonable 

caution. 

 

There are several limitations and requirements under the law that impact this liability protection. Most importantly, agritourism providers must 

post signs either at the entrance to the farm or at each agritourism activity in order to receive liability protection under the law.  The signs must 

meet the specifications of the law.  For more information about posting signs and the law’s liability protection, our previous post on agritourism 

is here. 

 

Zoning 

Ohio’s agritourism law also provides some zoning protections to agritourism providers. Under the law, township and county zoning authorities 

cannot prohibit agritourism activities on farms.  But, townships and counties can regulate some factors related to agritourism to protect public 

health and safety. These factors include the size of structures used primarily for agritourism, setbacks for structures, ingress and egress from 

the parcel, and the size of parking areas.  A township or county that wants to regulate these limited factors must have provisions addressing the 

factors in the local zoning code.  We explain the zoning provisions of the agritourism law in more detail in our law bulletin, here. 

Preparing for the 2017 Season  

 

As agritourism providers prepare for the 2017 season, providers should take a few actions to ensure the benefits of the agritourism law for their 

operations: 

 

Post the required signs at the entrance to the agritourism operation or at each agritourism activity. Also, consider adding your own signs to give 

instructions, guide visitors safely around the property or warn visitors of potential hazards. 

Even with the law’s liability protection, make sure the property is as safe and clean as possible.  Spring is a good time to walk the property to 

identify any dangerous conditions that might put a visitor at risk and fix those conditions before inviting guests on the property. 

 

Farms under 10 acres in size should take time to brush up on good recordkeeping practices. Farms that are under 10 acres may be required to 

prove that they qualify as a farm under the agritourism law by showing $2500 in gross receipts.  Be sure to maintain all records of farm income. 

 

If starting a new agritourism activity, check the local zoning code to see if the township or county has zoning requirements for the few 

agritourism factors it can regulate.  Be prepared for a visit by the local zoning inspector and be ready to show the inspector that the activity falls 

under the new agritourism law’s zoning protections because it is “agritourism” conducted on a “farm.” 

 

A full description of the Ohio Agritourism Law is available via our law bulletin here.  
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Thursday, March 30th, 2017 - Peggy Kirk Hall, Asst. Professor, Agricultural & Resource Law 

Written by: Chris Hogan, Law Fellow, OSU Agricultural & Resource  

https://aglaw.osu.edu/blog/mon-05092016-234pm/ohio-legislature-passes-agritourism-legislation
https://aglaw.osu.edu/sites/aglaw/files/site-library/Agritourism law bulletin.pdf
https://aglaw.osu.edu/sites/aglaw/files/site-library/Agritourism law bulletin.pdf
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Pests, Weeds and Crop Diseases Arriving Early 
Published on April 19, 2017 

 

 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A warmer than usual winter and wet spring are ushering in some crop diseases and weeds early in 

the season and could trigger a pestier summer. 

 

Ohio State University entomologists are keeping a close eye on insect species that survived the winter and may appear 

earlier and more abundantly. Particularly concerning are the pests that preyed on last year’s crops, including slugs, stink 

bugs and bean leaf beetles on soybeans, cereal leaf beetles on small grains, and Asiatic garden beetles and western 

bean cutworms on corn. 

 

“We emphasize the importance of scouting for farmers so they know what’s in their field at any given time and they know 

what levels,” said Kelley Tilmon, a field crop entomologist with Ohio State’s College of Food, Agricultural and 

Environmental Sciences. 

 

Armyworms that migrate from southern states where they spend winter, may be more prevalent this year because they 

left their homes earlier to head north, Tilmon said. After migrating and finding homes, the moths begin to lay eggs in 

grasses, including wheat fields and cover crop fields. 

 

While most farmers are focused on sowing corn and soybeans in the next few weeks, the alfalfa weevil larvae should not 

be ignored. The pest devours leaves, causing major alfalfa damage in its larval stages. 

“With any of these pests, they’re sporadic. But when you’ve got them in sufficient number, you’ve got to deal with them,” 

Tilmon said. 

 

The cool, wet and humid spring has created perfect conditions for some early season wheat diseases: Septoria tritici 

blotch and powdery mildew. Symptoms of Septoria tritici first appear on lower leaves as irregularly shaped spots with a 

tan center and yellowish margin. Under favorable conditions, lesions spread up the plant. 

 

Powdery mildew develops as white, powdery spots, starting on the surface of lower leaves and stems. Besides clinging 

to wheat, powdery mildew can seize on cucumbers, squash and pumpkins. 

 

As growers scout for insects and signs of diseases, they may also notice more weeds. Purple deadnettle is casting a 

colorful hue across fields statewide, and giant ragweed and marestail are greening up and spreading much earlier than 

usual, said Mark Loux, an Ohio State University Extension weed specialist. OSU Extension is CFAES’s outreach arm. 
 

 

 
The additional and early appearance of some weeds will mean farmers 

will have to stay aggressive with their herbicide treatments, Loux said. 

 

“We’re having one of those years where they’re greener and bigger and 

there are more. They basically had a head start coming into spring.” 



Ever use a phenology calendar? 
 

Read below to learn what it is and how it can help you know what 

pest to look for based on where you live and the time of year. 

 
 

Ohio’s ‘Climate Whiplash’ Triggered, then Stopped the Early Spring 

 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Spring arrived early in Ohio this year and then came to a screeching halt, 

says a scientist in the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences at The Ohio State 

University. 

 

Despite unseasonably warm days in January and February, March’s cool temperatures put Ohio’s 

weather back on par with last year’s, said entomologist Dan Herms. 

 

“It was like climate whiplash,” Herms said. “Now things are back to — I hate to call it normal — a 

‘new normal’ as plants are blooming and insects are now emerging at the same time they did last 

year.”  However, compared to a couple decades ago, spring is early due to climate warming, Herms 

pointed out. 

 

Along with the early buds and blooms that came this year sooner than usual, in southern Ohio a few 

early season pests emerged a couple of weeks earlier than they did last year. 
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In southern Ohio, a tiny caterpillar called the larch 

casebearer, and the exotic ambrosia beetle, have 

already found their way to trees, and soon to follow 

is the European pine sawfly, a grayish-green insect 

that can quickly strip needles from pine trees. With 

the return of cooler weather, insects that emerge 

during mid-spring are back on schedule. 

 

Gardeners and nursery owners might be left 

uncertain when to spray for certain pests if it 

weren’t for a phenology calendar Herms developed 

that predicts when to expect various insects. 
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Ohio’s ‘Climate Whiplash’ Triggered, then Stopped the Early 

Spring….continued 
 

 

Using the calendar, a gardener can type in his or her ZIP code and see when to brace for, say, the 

emerald ash borer or the ambrosia beetle or more than 50 other pests that typically zero in on Ohio’s 

greenery every year. 

 

“The power is in prediction. We can predict what plants are blooming and what insects are active 

anywhere in Ohio on any day,’’ Herms said. 

A nursery grower may plant 50 to 100 different crops, and each attracts different pests, so it is critical 

for the grower to know when to spray to fend off each of them. 

“The challenge of scheduling a pest management program can be fairly daunting,” Herms said. 

 

The ambrosia beetle kills redbud, dogwood and maple trees among others, eating away at nursery 

growers’ profits. Larch casebearers and European pine sawflies home in on pine trees, turning their 

needles brown. 

Spraying these and other bugs at the wrong time could mean missing them entirely. And if a grower 

sprays multiple times to be sure to attack the insect, that’s an added, unnecessary expense and 

additional pesticide in the environment. 

 

The online phenology calendar uses the amount of heat generated each day to gauge when certain 

insects will appear. The sequence in which the insects appear does not vary from year to year, but the 

week — or month — in which they appear could, depending on how warm the weather has been. 

 

Tom Demaline, owner of Willoway Nurseries in Avon, began using Ohio State’s phenology calendar in 

2004 to help determine not only when to spray for pests but also when to propagate various trees as 

well as cover and uncover plants. 

 

“We seem to be in really erratic weather cycles,” Demaline said. “It’s a great tool to have to be able to 

figure out where you’re at in the growth cycle. At least you can see the light of the oncoming train so 

you can move over.” 

 

The online phenology calendar is available at: oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/Calendar.asp?fill=all
http://oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/Calendar.asp?fill=all
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http://oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/Calendar.asp?fill=all
http://oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/Calendar.asp?fill=all
http://oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/Calendar.asp?fill=all
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Jan. 19       

Social Media Strategies for Small Farms       

Ivory Harolow    

  

Feb. 16 

Marketing Lessons Learned from the Super 

Bowl, Eric Barrett 

go.osu.edu/MarketingLessonsLearnedfromtheSu

perBowl2-2017 

  

Mar. 16 

Marketing Small Ruminants, Tony Nye 

go.osu.edu/MarketingSmallRuminants3-2017 

  

Apr. 20        

Are You Still Accepting Cash in a Digital 

World,  Eric Barrett 

go.osu.edu/AreYouStillAcceptingCashinaDigital

World4-2017 

  

May 18      

Managing Negativity,  Rob Leeds & Jacci Smith 

go.osu.edu/ManagingNegativity5-2017 

  

June 15 

Organic, Naturally Grown, Chemical Free.  

What do these mean?     

Eric Pawlowski & Amalie Lipstrue    

go.osu.edu/OrganicNaturallyGrownChemicalFre

e6-2017 

 

 

 

July 20    

Breaking into Small Retail Sales with my 

Locally Produced Products      

Amanda Osborne & Jacqueline Kowalski 

go.osu.edu/BreakingintoSmallRetailSaleswithmy

LocallyProducedProducts7-2017 

  

Aug. 17   

Creating Your Customer, Profile TBA 

go.osu.edu/CreatingYourCustomerProfile8-2017 

  

Sept. 21   

Marketing Your Farmers' Market, Amanda 

Osborne & Christie Welch  

go.osu.edu/MarketingYourFarmersMarket9-2017 

  

Oct. 19    

Marketing Milk and Cheese from Your Small 

Dairy Farm,  Profile TBA  

go.osu.edu/MarketingYourFarmersMarket9-2017 

  

Nov. 16 

Getting Market Ready for Wholesale,  Tim 

Wood                           

go.osu.edu/GettingMarketReadyforWholesale11-

2017 

  

Dec. 21    

What Marketing Issues Did You Encounter 

this Past Season?, DM Team  

go.osu.edu/WhatMarketingIssuesDidYouEncount

erthisPastSeason12-2017 

 

Ohio State has been conducting a series of FREE Direct 

Marketing Webinars.  You are welcome to sign in as a 

guest to watch these.  All previous ones are recorded 

and can also be viewed from your computer or mobile  

device.  Follow the links below and if you have any 

problems please feel free to call Dean Kreager at  

740-670-5315. 

 

ALL LIVE  WEBINARS  BEGIN PROMPTLY AT NOON!  

Any pre-recorded webinars can be viewed at anytime. 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

DIRECT 

MARKETING 

https://carmenconnect.osu.edu/p2f777o7wdg/?launcher=false&fcsContent=true&pbMode=normal
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A private applicator applies restricted-use 

pesticides on his/her own land, or rented land, 

and produces an agricultural commodity. A 

commercial applicator applies pesticides for a 

business, on land owned by someone else, and 

usually for hire. Commercial applicators may 

also work for a government agency like a 

township, city, school district, park district, etc., 

or apply to publicly-accessible sites. 

 

A list of suggested study materials can also be 

found at pested.osu.edu. Some materials are 

available online at no charge and some 

materials can be purchased at the OSU 

Extension Office or online. An exam prep class 

will be offered for new Private Applicators on 

June 12 from 7:00-8:30 p.m. at the Coshocton 

County Extension Office. There is no charge for 

the class, but please RSVP to the Extension 

Office at 740-622-2265. 

Are you interested in testing for a  

Pesticide Applicator License? 

Coshocton County Extension is offering a prep 

class for anyone interested in taking their 

Private Pesticide Applicator test.  The class is 

June 12th and details are in the press release 

below.  Anyone from Licking County is welcome 

to attend.  It is not necessary to attend a 

training class in order to take the test but it 

could be very helpful.  We also have study 

materials available at the Licking Extension 

office for both the Private and Commercial 

License.  The test for both will be offered at 

Coshocton but testing is also available at The 

Ohio Department of Agriculture in Reynoldsburg 

every week in May and every 2 weeks this 

summer. Please call me if you have questions 

about the process. 

 

Coshocton - Pesticide Applicator License 

Exam to be offered June 27 

 

The Ohio Department of Agriculture Pesticide 

and Fertilizer Regulation Section will administer 

exams for Pesticide Applicator Licensing on 

June 27 at 1:00 p.m. in Room B100 of the 

Coshocton County Services Building. Exams 

will be offered for both private and commercial 

applicator licensing. There is no fee for the 

testing. Registration must be completed online 

by visiting pested.osu.edu. Go to private 

applicator or commercial applicator and click on 

“testing.”  
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Calibrate Your Sprayer to Save Money on Pesticides 
Published on April 24, 2017 

 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Pickup trucks need occasional tuneups and oil changes, so it stands to reason that a boom 

sprayer needs a checkup at least once a year before it’s driven out of the barn and onto fields to spray for pests. 

 

Sprayers should be calibrated to determine the actual rate at which they are applying pesticide, then adjustments can 

be made, said Erdal Ozkan, a professor and spray technology expert with the College of Food, Agricultural, and 

Environmental Sciences at The Ohio State University. 

 

Applying too little pesticide might not sufficiently defeat a grower’s crawling and flying enemies, and applying too 

much wastes money, may damage the crop and increases the odds of contaminating ground water, Ozkan pointed 

out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calibrating a boom sprayer is not as difficult as it 

sounds. Though several methods can be used, 

Ozkan recommends the following one that he 

considers to be easier and more practical than 

most methods: 

 
 

 Fill the sprayer tank at least half full with water. 

 Run the sprayer, inspect it for leaks and make sure 

all vital parts function properly. 

 Measure the distance in inches between the 

nozzles. 

 Measure an appropriate travel distance in the field 

based on this nozzle spacing. The appropriate 

distances for different nozzle spacing's are as 

follows: 408 feet for a 10-inch spacing; 272 feet for 

a 15-inch spacing; 204 feet for a 20-inch spacing; 

136 feet for a 30-inch spacing; and 102 feet for a 40-

inch spacing. 

 Drive through the measured distance in the field at 

your normal spraying speed and record the travel 

time in seconds. Repeat this procedure and 

average the two time measurements. 

 With the sprayer parked, run the sprayer at the 

same pressure level and catch the output from 

each nozzle in a measuring jar for the travel time 

required. 

“What people don’t know is that sprayers sometimes 

aren’t spraying the amount that people think they 

are,” Ozkan said. As a sprayer’s nozzles wear out, 

the rate of flow through them increases, so growers 

may be applying more pesticide than they need.  

“That’s like throwing away $25 for every $100 a 

grower spends on pesticides. Depending on the 

cost of the pesticides, the number of acres sprayed 

and the frequency of application, the money wasted 

could be in the thousands,” Ozkan said. This 

potential waste of money and pesticides can be 

avoided if sprayers are calibrated, he said. 

 

Before calibrating a boom sprayer, find out if all the 

nozzles are in good shape and free of any debris or 

dust. If they are clogged, clean them using a soft 

brush or wooden toothpick — not a knife or other 

sharp object. Then, fill the sprayer with water, turn 

the pump on and check the flow rate of each nozzle, 

at the desired pressure. Compare the output of each 

nozzle with the output expected when the nozzle is 

new at that same pressure. If the difference 

between the two is less than or greater than 10 

percent of the new nozzle output, that nozzle needs 

to be replaced. 

 

Once all the nozzles have been checked and 

cleaned or replaced, the sprayer is ready to be 

calibrated to ensure that it applies the desired 

amount of pesticide. 
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Calibrate Your Sprayer to Save Money on 

Pesticides…continued 
 

 

Calculate the average nozzle output by adding the individual outputs and then dividing by the number of nozzles 

tested. The final average nozzle output in ounces is equal to the application rate in gallons per acre. For 

example, if you catch an average of 15 ounces from a set of nozzles, the actual application rate of the sprayer 

is 15 gallons per acre. 

 

Compare the actual application rate with the recommended or intended rate. If the actual rate is more than 5 

percent higher or lower than the recommended or intended rate, you must make adjustments in the spray 

pressure, the travel speed or both. For example, to increase the flow rate, you will need to either slow down or 

increase the spray pressure. The opposite is true when you need to reduce application rate. As you make these 

changes, stay within proper and safe operating conditions for the sprayer. Remember, increased pressure will 

result in increasing the number of small, drift-prone droplets. 

 

Repeat steps 5-8 above until the actual application rate is within a 5 percent difference of the intended rate. 

Calibrating a sprayer only once at the beginning of the spraying season is not enough to obtain an accurate 

application rate that is within 5 percent of the desired application rate. The sprayer should be calibrated 

whenever a grower goes from one field to another that has different soil conditions and/or topography. 

 

For safety reasons, sprayers should be calibrated using clean water only. Always use protective clothing, gloves 

and goggles when calibrating sprayers and applying pesticides. 

 

Some may argue that calibration is not needed if the sprayer has an automatic rate controller, which will give 

the set application rate regardless of changes in the travel speed. That is true only if the electronics in the rate 

controller are functioning properly, Ozkan pointed out. 

 

The controller determines the speed using a 

radar gun, rather than measuring the 

revolutions per minute of the wheel. The 

rotation speed of a wheel will change 

depending on the condition of the soil. When 

the soil is loose or the ground is wet, the 

wheels can slip, which could lead to an 

inaccurate measure of the rate at which 

pesticides are being applied. 

 

For more information about calibrating a 

sprayer, visit go.osu.edu/calibrateyoursprayer. 
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2017 Commodity Loans through Farm Service Agency 
 

A 2017-crop Marketing Assistance Loan (MAL) is available for producers who share in the risk of producing the 

crop through the Farm Service Agency!  MAL’s are a marketing tool that provides capital/income now at a low 

interest rate (April interest rate is 2.000%) with repayment no later than the 9 month loan term.   To be eligible, a 

producer must maintain continual beneficial interest in the crop from harvest through the earlier of the date the 

loan is repaid or Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) takes title to the commodity.  Beneficial interest means 

retaining the ability to make decisions about the commodity; responsibility for loss or damage to the commodity; 

and title to the commodity.  Once beneficial interest in a commodity is lost, the commodity is ineligible for loan — 

even if the producer regains beneficial interest. 

 

Commodity loan eligibility also requires compliance with conservation and wetland protection requirements; 

beneficial interest requirements, acreage reporting and ensuring that the commodity meets Commodity Credit 

Corporation minimum grade and quality standards.  For commodities to be eligible they must have been 

produced by an eligible producer, be in existence and in a storable condition and be merchantable for food, feed 

or other uses as determined by CCC. The quality of the commodity in farm storage must be maintained 

throughout the term of the loan.  Commodity loans can be farm stored and/or warehouse stored.  Loan rates are 

as follows:   Corn = $1.98 per bushel  / Soybeans = $5.11 per bushel 

 

 

2017 ARC/PLC Enrollment Period Continues 
 

Producers on farms with base acres under the safety net programs established by the 2014 Farm Bill, known as 

the Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) or Price Loss Coverage (PLC) programs, can visit FSA county offices to 

sign contracts and enroll for the 2017 crop year. The enrollment period will continue until Aug. 1, 2017. 

Since shares and ownership of a farm can change year-to-year, producers on the farm must enroll by signing a 

contract each program year.  

 

If a farm is not enrolled during the 2017 enrollment period, the producers on that farm will not be eligible for 

financial assistance from the ARC or PLC programs for the 2017 crop should crop prices or farm revenues fall 

below the historical price or revenue benchmarks established by the program. Producers who made their 

elections in 2015 must still enroll during the 2017 enrollment period. 

The ARC and PLC programs were authorized by the 2014 Farm Bill and offer a safety net to agricultural 

producers when there is a substantial drop in prices or revenues for covered commodities. Covered 

commodities include barley, canola, large and small chickpeas, corn, crambe, flaxseed, grain sorghum, lentils, 

mustard seed, oats, dry peas, rapeseed, safflower seed, sesame, soybeans, sunflower seed and wheat. For 

more details regarding these programs, go to www.fsa.usda.gov/arc-plc. 

 

For more information, producers are encouraged to contact the Licking County Farm Service Agency Office.  

Appointments are encouraged so please call 740-670-5340.  
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2017 Acreage Reporting Dates  
 

In order to comply with FSA program eligibility requirements, all producers are encouraged to visit the Licking 

County FSA office to file an accurate crop certification report by the applicable deadline.  

 

The following acreage reporting dates are applicable for Licking County:  

 

May 31, 2017  Report Nursery Crop Acreage.  

Jul.  15, 2017   Report all your Cabbage (Planted 3/19/17-5/31/17), Corn, Grain Sorghum, Hybrid Corn 

   Seed, Spring Oats, Popcorn, Potatoes, Soybeans, Sugar Beets, Tomatoes and all other 

   crops.  

Aug. 15, 2017  Report Cabbage (Planted 6/1/17-7/20/17).  

Sep.  30, 2017   Report Aquaculture. 

Nov. 15, 2017     Report Perennial Forage Crops.  

Dec. 15, 2017  Fall Barley, Fall Wheat, and all other Fall-Seeded Small Grains.  

 

 

The following exceptions apply to the above acreage reporting dates:  

 

 If the crop has not been planted by the above acreage reporting date, then the acreage must be reported 

no later than 15 calendar days after planting is completed. 

  

 If a producer acquires additional acreage after the above acreage reporting date, then the acreage must be 

reported no later than 30 calendars days after purchase or acquiring the lease. Appropriate documentation 

must be provided to the county office.  

 

 Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP) policy holders should note that the acreage reporting 

date for NAP covered crops is the earlier of the dates listed above or 15 calendar days before grazing or 

harvesting of the crop begins.  

 

For questions regarding crop certification and crop loss reports, please contact the Licking County FSA office at 

740-670-5340.  
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CFAES provides research and related educational programs to clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis. For more information: go.osu.edu/cfaesdiversity. 

Cover Crop Cost Share & Aerial Seeding 

through Licking County Soil & Water 

Conservation District 
  

  

The Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District is offering a 

cost share program through Licking County Soil & Water for 

landowners to seed cover crops.   There are many different 

types of cover crop plant species available to address 

particular needs such as erosion control, recycling of 

nutrients, fixing of nitrogen, reducing compaction, managing 

soil moisture, and forage production. Long-term use of cover 

crops can increase yields and reduce fertilizer inputs.  

  

Aerial application is also available, Licking County Soil & 

Water is going to buy the seed in bulk passing the savings 

onto the producers. This program can be used in conjunction 

with or independently from the cost share program.   

  

Interested landowners need to apply at the Licking County 

Soil & Water Conservation District office. The cover crop 

program has a ranking process for the applications with a 

deadline of June 19, 2017.   

  

For additional information, contact Chodd Armfelt at 

choddarmfelt@lickingswcd.com or 740-670-5330. 

  

The Licking County Soil & Water Conservation District 

promotes conservation of natural resources through local 

leadership, education and technical assistance.   

  

AREA INCHES 

Union Twp. 3.60 

Newark 3.85 

Madison Twp. 2.95 

Alexandria 4.22 

Newton Twp. 4.45 

Newton Twp. SE 3.35 

Washington Twp. S 4.20 

Hebron 

S. Union Twp.  6.80 

Croton 

Utica 3.70 

Bowling Green 3.70 

APRIL RAINFALL 

Licking County 

Agriculture and Natural Resources   

771 E. Main Street, Suite 103 

Newark, OH 43055 

Phone: 740-670-5315 

Fax: 740-670-5317 

licking.osu.edu 
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